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SUMMARY In this paper, we propose a new clock tree syn-
thesis method for semi-synchronous circuits. A clock tree ob-
tained by the proposed method is a multi-level multi-way clock
tree such that a clock-input timing of each register is a multi-
ple of a predefined unit delay and the wire length from a clock
buffer to an element driven by it is bounded. The clock trees are
constructed for several practical circuits. The size of constructed
clock tree is comparable to a zero skew clock tree. In order to
assure the practical quality of the clock trees, they are examined
under the five delay conditions, which cover various environmen-
tal and manufacturing conditions. As a result, they are proved
stable under each condition and improve the clock speed up to
17.3% against the zero skew clock trees.
key words: semi-synchronous circuit, clock scheduling, envi-

ronmental and manufacturing conditions, zero skew clock tree,

various timing clock tree

1. Introduction

The semiconductor manufacturing process technology
has improved the scale, performance and power con-
sumption of LSI circuits. To design a large-scale cir-
cuit simply, most of designers adopt a synchronous
circuit strategy of separating a circuit design into a
clock part and a logic part. They assume a simulta-
neously distributed clock over the chip in the logic de-
sign. In DSM (deep sub-micron) process such as 0.25-
micrometer rule, a large part of the signal propagation
delay is caused by the wire, which makes a clock design
difficult to satisfy the assumption of the strategy. To
overcome this difficulty, a new design methodology is
required.

A semi-synchronous circuit design that enables the
different clock-input timings for registers would be one
of solutions.

Fishburn [1] gave the necessary and sufficient con-
ditions for a synchronous circuit to work correctly with
a clock period in terms of the maximum and minimum
signal path delays between registers and their clock-
input timings. As a result, he showed a new approach
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to improve the circuit by carefully tuning clock-input
timings.

Takahashi et al. [2], [3] interpreted the condition by
using a constraint graph, and introduced a fast algo-
rithm that determines clock-input timings for all regis-
ters. Albrecht et al. [4] proposed independently a dif-
ferent algorithm for a latch-based circuit. Neves [5],
Kourtev [15] and Friedman had adopt it to a robust
circuit design under the process variation. Liu et al. [6]
recently proposed a combined method of the retiming
technique and the clock-input timing technique. They
showed methods for semi-synchronous circuits, however
they did not specify the realization of layout design.

It is essential to control the clock-input timings
physically in the semi-synchronous framework as well
as the conventional framework.

In a usual type of clock circuit called zero-skew
clock tree (ZSCT) as shown in Fig. 1(a), the clock skew
would be relatively small since the numbers of buffers
from the clock source to registers are the same, and the
routing delays are almost same [7]–[9]. On the other
hand, in a clock tree as shown in Fig. 1(b) for the semi-
synchronous framework, called a various timing clock
tree (VTCT), the delays from the clock source to reg-
isters differ.

There are two difficulties to realize VTCT. The
first is the size of clock tree that tends to be larger
than the ZSCT. The second is the stability of the clock-
input timings under the physical conditions such as en-
vironmental and manufacturing conditions. Huang et
al. [10] and, Xi and Dai [11] provided a smart approach
that is obtained by modifying a ZSCT. Inoue et al. [12]
showed that a smaller clock tree is obtained by setting

Fig. 1 Zero-skew clock tree and semi-synchronous clock tree.
(a) Zero-skew clock tree and (b) Semi-synchronous clock tree.
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the clock-input timings between the neighboring regis-
ters as small as possible. Chen et al. [13] introduced an
associated skew problem in which registers of the same
clock-input timings are clustered. They evaluated ap-
proaches that provide smaller VTCT, though they did
not examine the actual circuits.

In this paper, we propose a new clock tree synthesis
method. In the clock tree obtained by the proposed
method, the ratio of routing delay is limited in order to
restrain the variation of the routing delay.

The synthesis procedure, first, determines the
clock-input timing of each register by using the method
of simulated-annealing. The clock-input timing of each
register is set to a multiple of a predefined unit delay
which is roughly equal to the delay caused by a clock
buffer with typical load capacitance. Next, the pro-
posed method determines the topology of the clock tree
and inserts the clock buffers into the clock tree. The
registers with the same clock-input timing are parti-
tioned into clusters. The registers in each cluster are
driven by a clock buffer. The wire length from a parent
clock buffer to its child register is bounded in order to
restrain the routing delay. The clock-input timing of a
parent clock buffer is set to that of the registers in the
cluster minus the unit delay. The clock buffers are re-
garded as a register in the next clustering. The unit de-
lay from a parent to children is achieved by controlling
the gate delay of the parent clock buffer. To control the
gate delay, the procedure selects an appropriate topol-
ogy, parent clock buffer location, and branching points
of the interconnection for each cluster. Finally, the de-
tailed routing of the clock tree is done by a vender tool.

The clock trees are constructed for several practi-
cal circuits. The size of each clock tree is comparable to
a zero skew clock tree. In order to assure the practical
quality, they are examined under the five delay condi-
tions, which cover various environmental and manufac-
turing conditions. As a result, they are proved stable
under each condition and our clock tree improves the
clock speed up to 17.3% against the zero skew clock
trees.

2. Preliminaries

Figure 2 illustrates a part of a synchronous circuit. Let
Ri and Rj be the registers to which a clock with period

Fig. 2 A part of a synchronous circuit.

T is inputted. Let Si and Sj be the clock-input timings
for Ri and Rj , respectively. Let CL be the combinato-
rial circuit between Ri and Rj with the signal propa-
gation path Pmaxij

of the maximum signal path delay
Wmaxij

and Pminij
of the minimum signal path delay

Wminij
.

A synchronous circuit works with period T if and
only if the following two inequalities are satisfied for
every register pair with signal propagation paths as in
[1].

Setup constraint (no zero clocking constraint)

Si − Sj ≤ T −Wmaxij
(1)

Hold constraint (no double clocking constraint)

Sj − Si ≤ Wminij
(2)

In case of design based on the conventional zero-
skew clock tree, since Si and Sj are assumed to be
equal, the inequalities can be rewritten as follows.

Si − Sj = 0

0 ≤ Wminij
≤ Wmaxij

≤ T (3)

The clock period T is bounded by Wmaxij . While,
if Si and Sj are not necessarily to be equal and clock-
input timings satisfying

Si − Sj +Wmaxij ≤ T ≤ max(Wmaxij ). (4)

are selected then the circuit works with clock period T
less than the maximum signal path delay of the circuit.

We call the procedure of finding appropriate clock-
input timings as clock schedule optimization.

3. The Verification under the Environmental
and Manufacturing Variations

3.1 The Delay Model

The delay model used in constructing a clock tree is as
follows. The signal propagation delay dpath from a gate
to other gates consists of the gate delay dgate and the
routing delay dwire .

The gate delay dgate is defined as

dgate = Db +Rg × Ctotal (5)

where Db, Rg, and Ctotal are the intrinsic delay, the
output resistance, and the load capacitance of gate, re-
spectively. The load capacitance Ctotal is

Ctotal = Cin + Cw × L (6)

where Cin , Cw, and L are the sum of input capaci-
tances of gates driven by the gate, the unit wire ca-
pacitance, and the total wire length of the connections,
respectively. In DSM, the capacitance per unit wire
length varies with every interconnection, however, it is
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estimated by a statistical analysis. That is because a
shorter wire would not be important to the signal prop-
agation delay and a longer wire would be well estimated
statistically.

The routing delay dwire is defined as

dwire = Rw × L× Ctotal (7)

where Rw is the unit wire resistance. The delay model
of dwire is relatively rough for DSM era. Although more
accurate formulation is possible, it is enough for us in
constructing a clock tree since the wire resistance is
controlled small in the clock tree.

The circuit with clock tree constructed is verified
by using major vendor’s timing analysis tools in which
more accurate delay model is adopted.

3.2 The Environmental and Manufacturing Variations

To assure the quality of the design, the functionality
of the LSI under the environmental and manufacturing
variations should be verified. In the process narrower
than 0.5-micrometer, the routing delay of a long inter-
connection can be comparable to the gate delay. Ac-
cordingly, the variation of routing delay as well as that
of gate delay becomes large. Moreover, the direction of
the variation of these delays might not be same.

The gate and wire are developed independently in
manufacturing. Although the changes of most param-
eters such as temperature, voltage, widths of wire, and
etc. influence both gate delay and routing delay, the
amount of variation of gate delay caused by the change
of a parameter is different from that of variation of rout-
ing delay caused by it. For example, in a certain pro-
cess, the amount of variation of routing delay caused
by the change of temperature is larger than that of
gate delay, while the routing delay is almost invariant
of the voltage. Therefore, the variation of gate delay
and routing delay should be considered separately in
the following.

The typical gate delay value is defined by Eq. (5).
The smallest and largest gate delay are defined from
typical gate delay value by multiplying coefficients that
take the variations of processes, voltages, and tempera-
tures into account. The typical, smallest, and largest of
routing delay are defined similarly. Then there are nine
combinations of gate and routing delays. However, it
is sufficient to examine only five conditions that cover
the nine conditions. We denote these five conditions as
shown in Fig. 3 as BB, TT , WW , BW , and WB
where

Dpath(BB) = Dgate(Best) +Dwire(Best),

Dpath(TT ) = Dgate(Type) +Dwire(Type),

Dpath(WW ) = Dgate(Worst) +Dwire(Worst),

Fig. 3 Environmental and manufacturing five conditions for
DSM.

Dpath(BW ) = Dgate(Best) +Dwire(Worst),

Dpath(WB) = Dgate(Worst) +Dwire(Best). (8)

where Type , Best and Worst denote typical, small-
est, and largest, respectively.

Let us consider a part of a synchronous circuit
shown in Fig. 2. Let Si be the typical clock delay from
clock source to register Ri, and ri be the percentage
of the routing delay in Si. Let A be the coefficient for
maximum gate delay and routing delay and a be the
coefficient for minimum gate delay and routing delay.
Then the clock delays to Ri under TT , BB, WW ,
BW , and WB are

Si, aSi, ASi, aSi + (A− a)riSi,

and ASi − (A− a)riSi,

respectively. Similarly, clock delays to Rj under five
conditions are defined. Then the differences of clock-
input timings between Ri and Rj under five conditions
are

Si − Sj ,

a(Si − Sj),

A(Si − Sj),

a(Si − Sj) + (A− a)(riSi − rjSj), and

A(Si − Sj)− (A− a)(riSi − rjSj),

respectively.
The deviation from the designed difference of

clock-input timings as well as the variations of signal
path delays may cause setup and hold violations. Even
if Si and Sj are designed to be equal, the difference of
clock-input timings exists under BW and WB condi-
tions if ri is not equal to rj . The differences in con-
ditions BB and WW are larger than the zero skew
clock tree, since the clock-input timings differ in gen-
eral in VTCT. Thus, the circuits need to be verified in
five conditions.

Although the main concern in this paper is the im-
provement of the reliability of VTCT with respect to
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the global variations over the chip, the local variations
can be taken into account. For example, if the range of
gate delay between dgatemin

and dgatemax
due to the local

variation is inevitable, the dgatemin
or dgatemax

is used
instead of dgate in the delay calculation and the expres-
sions of setup and hold constraints. However the local
variations are smaller than global variations in general.
For example, [18] reported that the local temperature
variation is less than 10% at 100 C operation environ-
ment. In such cases, the delay variation due to the local
variations is only 5% of total delay. Thus the local vari-
ations are neglected in expressions and experiments in
this paper for simplicity.

4. A New Clock Tree

In conventional design, designers usually consider only
one condition, usually the worst one, since it is dif-
ficult to consider five conditions simultaneously. The
timing violations under other four conditions will be
absorbed by some appropriate margin. This design
strategy is premising when the zero skew tree is used
since the clock skew is not varied drastically under five
conditions. However, in semi-synchronous framework,
the clock skew is large in general. If a large margin
is required to absorb timing violations, then the per-
formance of a circuit is degraded. We should gener-
ate a VTCT with lower clock skew to validate the de-
sign strategy that considers the worst condition with a
smaller margin.

We propose a new type of clock tree as shown in
Fig. 4 in order to adopt the conventional design strategy
that considers only one condition with a smaller margin
in the semi-synchronous circuit design.

The basic idea is to limit the routing delay in a
clock tree. Of course, there exists a clock skew caused
by the variations of gate delay. However, from Eq. (8),
severe conditions such as BW and WB are nearly
equal to conditions BB and WW . As a result, the
clock skew in our clock tree is relatively small, and

Fig. 4 A new clock tree.

that enables us to adopt the conventional design strat-
egy in semi-synchronous circuit design. In the circuit
with the proposed clock tree, the timing violations are
seldom occurred under another condition. However, if
the timing violations are occurred under another con-
dition, combinational logics of the circuit are locally
modified to satisfy the timing constraints under all the
conditions.

The proposed clock tree is a multi-level multi-way
clock tree. The root and internal nodes of the tree cor-
respond to the drive buffers, and the leaves correspond
to the registers. A drive buffer drives other drive buffers
and/or registers. The clock-input timing of each node
represents the clock delay from the clock source to the
node minus the target clock delay.

4.1 The Discrete Clock Schedule Optimization

The method of simulated annealing [14] is used to ob-
tain a discrete clock scheduling solution. A multiple of
the unit delay value Ut is assigned to each register Ri as
a clock-input timing Si by simulated annealing. Ut is
previously defined such that Ut is roughly equal to the
delay caused by a buffer with typical load capacitance.

Let V and E be the set of registers and be the set
of register pairs with signal propagation path, respec-
tively.

In simulated annealing, the clock schedule is eval-
uated by the following cost function to obtain a clock
schedule with shorter clock period that consists of dis-
crete clock timings satisfying Eqs. (1) and (2).

COST

= A× max
{i,j}∈E

(Si − Sj +Wmaxij − T )

+B×
∑

{i,j}∈E

{
max

(
0, Si − Sj +Wmaxij

− T
)}

+C ×
∑

{i,j}∈E

{
max

(
0, Sj − Si −Wminij

)}

+D ×
∑
j∈V

(Sj − So)
2 (9)

where T denotes the minimum clock period derived
by the conventional scheduling method [2] and So =
0 is the target clock-input timing of registers. The first
term denotes the difference of the target clock period
T and an achieved clock. The second and third terms
are the sum of the setup violations and the sum of the
hold violations, respectively. The fourth term objective
is to obtain an akin tree to ZSCT that takes practical
size. The parameters of A, B, C and D are constant
values.

In the experiments, we define Ut = 0.6 [ns] by eval-
uating worst buffer delay, and limit the maximum in-
terconnection length in a cluster such that the delay
caused by the resistance of the interconnection is at
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most 5% of Ut. We set the target clock delay 2.4 [ns].
That is, the clock-input timing of a register is defined
0 [ns] when the clock delay to the register is 2.4 [ns].
The clock-input timings for registers are restricted from
−1.2 [ns] to 1.8 [ns] by 0.6 [ns] step, which follow the
range of clock-input timings in the continuous clock
schedule obtained by [2] that achieves the minimum
clock period.

4.2 The Discrete Clock Tree Synthesis

In the clock synthesis procedure, clock buffers are in-
serted into the clock tree. Each clock buffer drives reg-
isters and/or other clock buffers with the same clock-
input timing. The clock-input timing of a clock buffer
that drives registers/buffers with clock-input timing
i× Ut is set to (i− 1) × Ut.

The delay from a parent clock buffer to the chil-
dren (registers/buffers) should be Ut in the clock tree.
The maximum wire length from a parent to a child is
limited so that the routing delay of a wire is negligible.
The delay Ut from a parent to children is achieved by
controlling the gate delay (Dgate) of the parent buffer.
Note that the gate delay of the parent buffer depends on
the driving ability of the buffer, the sum of the input-
pin capacitance of the children and the interconnection
capacitance.

Let Rsi
be the set of registers to which i × Ut is

assigned as the clock-input timing (1 ≤ i ≤ m) in the
discrete clock schedule.

First, the clock synthesis procedure partitions Rsm

into clusters such that the registers in a cluster are
driven by a buffer. Let Bm−1 be the set of clock buffers
that drive Rsm

. Then, the procedure repeats the fol-
lowing from i = m − 1 to 1: partition Rsi

∪ Bi into
clusters such that the registers/buffers in a cluster is
driven by a buffer, and define Bi−1 as the set of clock
buffers that drive Rsi

∪Bi.
Let G(C) be the center-of-gravity of the cluster

C, and MST (C) be the length of the Minimum Span-
ning Tree of cluster C. The distance d(Cs, Ct) between
two clusters Cs and Ct is defined as min{d(vs, vt)|vs ∈
Cs, vt ∈ Ct} where d(vs, vt) is the Manhattan distance
between vs and vt.

The detailed clustering procedure in each repeti-
tion is as follows.

1. Let Cj be the initial cluster that consists of vj ∈
(Rsi

∪Bi).
2. Select a pair of clusters (Cs, Ct) such that d(Cs, Ct)

is minimum among unselected pairs. If there is no
unselected pair or d(Cs, Ct) > Lmax, then finish the
clustering procedure.

3. Let EIL = MST (Cs ∪ Ct ∪G(Cs ∪ Ct)) be the Es-
timated Interconnection Length of (Cs ∪ Ct). Esti-
mate the gate delay (Dgate) of a buffer that drives
(Cs ∪ Ct) by using EIL.

Fig. 5 Process to construct the clock tree.

4. If the estimated gate delay is less than Ut, then
merge cluster Cs and Ct. (add (Cs ∪Ct) and delete
Cs and Ct)

5. Return to 2.

In the estimation of the gate delay, we use the pa-
rameter in Worst condition.

In Fig. 5, a light circle denotes the register with
maximum clock-input timing m×Ut. The black circles
and triangles denote parent nodes assigned (m − 1) ×
Ut. Figure 5(b) shows clusters of clock-input timing of
m×Ut. The clustering is repeated as shown in Fig. 5(c)
and Fig. 5(d).

4.3 The Clock Tree Global Routing

The interconnection for a cluster is constructed by us-
ing cost-radius-balanced Steiner tree (CRBST) [17].
For a single source vs and multiple sinks V , the CRBST
constructs a Steiner tree that connects them. A Steiner
tree constructed by the CRBST is varied by parameter
c of the CRBST.

The CRBST starts with a single source and it-
eratively adds a sink with minimum cost to a partial
Steiner tree St until every sink is contained in the
Steiner tree. Roughly speaking, the cost of sink v is
defined as

COST (v) = min
u∈St

{
c× d(vs, v)

Ra
× dT (vs, u) + d(u, v)

}

(10)

where Ra is maxu∈V (d(vs, u)), and dT (vs, u) is the wire
length from vs to u in St. Thus, the CRBST performs
like Prim’s minimum spanning tree algorithm when pa-
rameter c is nearly equal to “0” or a sink is located
near the source. While the CRBST performs like Di-
jkistra’s shortest path algorithm when parameter c is
nearly equal to “1” and a sink is apart form the source.
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Table 1 The experiment circuits.

See [17] for detail.
A source, the buffer for a cluster, is located at the

center-of-gravity of the cluster. Various Steiner trees
for each cluster are constructed by changing parameter
c of the CRBST, and select an appropriate one among
them. That is, a Steiner tree such that the gate de-
lay estimated by using the length of the Steiner tree is
near Ut but does not exceed Ut and that the estimated
routing delay is negligible is selected.

If it is impossible to select such a Steiner tree,
buffer location would be moved or the cluster would
be divided.

In the experiment, it was confirmed that the dif-
ference of gate delays in the clock tree with respect to
pre/post layout parasitics is less than 3.3%.

5. Experiments

5.1 The Experimental Conditions

5.1.1 Overview of the Benchmark Circuits

Table 1 shows the overview of the benchmark circuits.
These circuits are sub blocks of an image processing
LSI that has been manufactured in our company by
0.25-micrometer process on 1.8 Volt. The clock speed
specification is 12.3 nanosecond (ns).

5.1.2 The Parameters of Simulated-Annealing

The parameters of simulated-annealing are as follows.
Cooling parameter: 0.95
Starting temperature: 10.0
The end temperature is defined as the temperature

when the cost improvement converges within +/−0.1%.

5.1.3 The Five Conditions

As a matter of fact, the five conditions are different in
each silicon foundry. According to semiconductor data
sheets published on the Web, Dgate(Best)/Dgate(Type)
is ranged from 0.5 to 0.7, Dgate(Worst)/Dgate(Type)
is ranged from 1.6 to 1.8 in 0.25 to 0.35 micrometer
process [16]. According to those values, we select the
environmental conditions as shown in Table 2 for our
experiments. Dwire(Worst)/Dwire(Type) is set smaller
than Dgate(Worst)/Dgate(Type) since Dwire is not in-
fluenced by voltage variations.

Table 2 Five conditions.

Table 3 Comparison of clock period (unit: ns).

Table 4 Comparison of clock tree for the benchmarks.

5.2 The Experimental Result

5.2.1 The Benchmark System

Our clock synthesis generates the clock net lists, clock
buffer placements and their routing topologies. They
are linked to a major vendor’s layout tool to complete
designs. Standard Delay Format (SDF) files are pre-
pared by the parasitic extraction and the static delay
analysis using vendor tools. The verification diagrams
are obtained by modifying SDF files according to the
five conditions.

5.2.2 Comparisons

We compared our clock tree and the previous VTCT
obtained by [2]. The discrete clock schedule is obtained
by our algorithm in UA1 (200MHz Work Station by the
Sun-Microsystems Inc.). The CPU time was about 1.5
hours.

We worried that our discrete clock-input timing
strategy is worse in clock speed than the continuous
clock schedule since its solution space is limited. How-
ever, it achieved almost the same improvement level,
i.e., the clock speed is improved 1.2 to 17.3% in our
strategy while 2.1 to 19.2% in the continuous clock
schedule (Table 3).

Note that the improvement of the circuit C2 is
small since C2 contains a signal propagation path from
the register to the same register (a loop) with large sig-
nal path delay which invalidates the semi-synchronous
technique.

Table 4 shows the comparison of the number of
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Fig. 6 Clock delay and interconnections of the clock tree. (a)
Clock delay distributions and (b) Interconnections.

buffers and the wire length of our clock circuit and a
zero skew clock circuit. The differences of both indices
are less than 7%.

A scheduling result and a clock tree layout based
on our procedure are shown in Figs. 6(a) and (b), re-
spectively. The big black circle, the small black circle,
the dot, and the black square are corresponding to reg-
isters with clock delay 1.2 ns, 1.8 ns, 2.4 ns, and 3.0 ns,
respectively.

5.2.3 Verifications

The result of the setup and hold verification for circuit
C1 under five conditions are shown in the diagrams
in Fig. 7. In the diagram for setup verification, the
horizontal and vertical axes are Sj and Si +Wmax−T ,

(a1) Setup (BB)

(a2) Setup (TT )

(a3) Setup (WW )

(a4) Setup (BW )

(a5) Setup (WB)

(b1) Hold (BB)

(b2) Hold (TT )

(b3) Hold (WW )

(b4) Hold (BW )

(b5) Hold (WB)

Fig. 7 Verification results over the five conditions.

respectively, and each dot in the diagram corresponds
to the signal path in the circuit. If there is no setup
violation in the circuit, each dot is located below the
diagonal line in the diagram. Similarly, in the diagram
for hold verification, the horizontal and vertical axes are
Sj and Si +Wmin, respectively, and each dot is located
above the diagonal line if there is no hold violation. It
is confirmed that the circuit C1 works correctly in every
condition since the region of dots does not intersect the
diagonal line in each diagram in Fig. 7.

To evaluate the validity of our clock tree structure,
we generate a clock tree for the circuit C1 with the same
clock schedule of the proposed clock tree, but without
limitation of routing delay. The verification result in
BW is shown in Fig. 8. Many hold violations generated
by the variation of clock input timing are observed in
the circuit. A larger routing delay in the clock tree
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(a6) Setup (BW ) (b6) Hold (BW )

Fig. 8 Verification results of the clock tree controlled by
routing delay.

causes a larger variation of the routing delay, and a
larger variation of the clock input timing.

6. Conclusion

We proposed a new clock tree with synthesis method
that produces appropriate clock timings of registers
with an LSI quality assurance of the five environmen-
tal and manufacturing conditions. By using a discrete
clock-input timing strategy, the routing delay of a clock
tree as well as the size of it can be small. This reduces
the influence of the environmental and manufacturing
variations on timing violations. The experimental re-
sults for practical three circuits showed that they sat-
isfy the five conditions of quality assurance, while their
performances were improved up to 17.3% compared to
the zero-skew based circuits.

Our approach is independent of the process tech-
nology, and will be effective to improve the clock speed
of the circuit in the DSM era. In fact, we have al-
ready confirmed that our approach is effective in 0.18-
micrometer process.

As a future work, we are planning to develop an
effective cost function to reduce the peak current for
relaxing the EMI and IR-Drop problems in our frame-
work.
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